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Vertical Development
You can’t train development! This is the understanding we bring with us when working with your
organisation.

In a more complex and connected world, our capacity to perform is
directly related to our complexity of thought. We work with this to help
produce qualitatively better thinkers at all levels of your organisation.
We do this with a bespoke coaching methodology and a bespoke
development programme.
Leadership isn’t just about the boss: it’s about the interactions we have
with everyone at all levels of the organisation every day.

A more self-aware thinker is a more balanced thinker, and as such, this programme is designed to
move you from your current level of self-awareness to a higher stage, resulting in greater capacity to
chose how you interact with colleagues, and how you construct problems in the workplace. With
greater awareness of your construction of self, your entire world view changes!
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Coaching 2.0
How you think is more important than
what you think, and it is your construction
of your thinking that we will uncover
together with the aim of addressing your
habituated thinking patterns in order to
achieve more balance.
The Coaching 2.0 framework is brand new, and it offers a more ethical approach to the
coaching relationship. Forget about goal-setting. The problem isn’t the problem: the problem is
how you construct the problem and this begins with your own level of self-awareness. We work
on this so that you can choose to construct the problem differently once you know how you
construct you using fty cognitive heuristics. Our starting point is very different, and much more
effective at uncovering your vertical development needs.
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Three Leaders Programme
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The Three Leaders programme is designed to address a bespoke but
fabricated problem within your organisation at three different levels of
understanding.
We walk the participants through the thinking of the less-aware
manager, the more socially-aware manager and nally the more selfaware manager to show the progression of the principles, the big
picture and the consequences to the manager and organisation for
each.
By the end of the second session, the participants understand the
growth that has occurred in the thinking required to address the
scenario differently.
In the same way we changed coaching, the vertical development
needed here is to tackle the thinking behind the problem, not the
problem itself, and we nd that the principles stick with the participants
much longer than traditional ‘training’ programmes.
That’s because you can’t train development!
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Dr Darren Stevens
This Development Programme is based on the doctoral research of Darren Stevens. His research demonstrates how our
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level of self-awareness directly impacts our capacity to perform in our role. By virtue of this correlation, there is the
potential to measure the levels of Dynamic Intelligence of colleagues in your organisation and benchmark the collective
thinking capabilities against an agreed standard for development.
The main issues facing organisations today isn’t just sales or marketing, but a combination of human characteristics that
elude the majority of us at some stage in our development. They are:
•

Thinking and acting systemically

•

Resiliency - our ability to predict the outcomes

•

Communication - talking up or down the ladder

•

In uence - ethically, from a position of awareness

•

Learning agility - how exible is your thinking?

•

Self-awareness - we think we are, but we’re not. Let’s change it.

Together, based on the latest theory in psychology, we will uncover your vertical developmental needs and offer a
bespoke Intervention route for each participant. The basis for this intervention is a disequilibrium in your Cognitive
Intention awareness. In other words: whatever habits you have formed in your thinking will be uncovered and
addressed individually for a positive impact on your overall awareness.
But the best part is: we can uncover your habituated patterns in a work context relative to your colleagues and
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determine where your collective gaps are.
This bene ts you, your team and your organisation - a holarchical approach to organisational growth!
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Thank You
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Contact us today for a noobligation chat about your

Thank You!

individual and team development
needs.

Sean Ellis

Dr Darren Stevens

www.seanelliscoachingo.uk

www.CogniLibro.co.uk

